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United States. They also believe that 3 of 4 houses in the
United States will be broken into by 2038 [1]. A major
challenge of burglary and car theft is that only 13% of these
crimes are cleared by the police out of those reported and the
major issue faced by police is the lack of physical evidence to
tie a suspect to a crime. The FBI also reported that 51% of
houses have repeated attacks within a month of the first attack
and when the criminals don’t return to the same house, they
target another house within that neighbourhood. Most houses
were breached through the front door in 34% of cases, 23%
happened through the ground floor windows, 22% of
criminals came in through the back door, 9% through the
garage, 4% through an unlocked entrance and 2% enter
through somewhere on the ground floor [2], with most of
these crimes occurring between 6am to 6pm which falls
within most working hours as depicted in figure 1.



ABSTRACT
Security is one of the most fundamental challenges of
mankind, providing affordable devices for apprehending
criminals. Using smart technology is on the rise and the ability
to have full surveillance records of both authorised and
unauthorized entrance to designated facility or important
resource in a timely manner is highly desirable in modern
society of today. This paper proposes the use of Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) to train a model capable of
recognising authorised personnel on a raspberry pi device for
the purpose of security and ease of access to vital
infrastructure. HOG was the preferred choice because it is not
computationally intensive as compared to Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) and most other relatively
comparable computational algorithms. The HOG network
detect faces and sends a report to Firebase Database and an
image is also sent to Google Cloud Storage (GCS) a package
on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP). Both data from
Firebase and GCS are sent to a companion android application
where the user can view who entered specific locations, at
specific time with accompanying pictorial evidence. The
recognition system was deployed on a raspberry pi device
that’s feeds in visual data via an inexpensive camera.
Collectively, the proposed system is a relatively cheap smart
technology security system with inherent ability to
accomplish real-time surveillance tasks using widely
penetrated android phone technology while maintaining low
computational overheads.
Key words: Face Recognition, Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG), Raspberry Pi, Security

The rapid growth of computing and telecommunication
devices has led to the production of new sensory devices with
wireless network capabilities, these devices can operate with
low energy, autonomous and at any location and they form the
fundamental structure of IoT, IoT devices have sensors,
actuators and computing nodes as their major components
which makes them able to read in data from the environment,
process the data with the computing node and act upon the
data with their actuators. The most notable feature of IoT is
artificial intelligence, sensors, connectivity, active
engagement and small implementation use [3], [4]. IoT
devices is estimated to grow to about 27 billion by 2021 [5].
With these advancements we also have chances at providing
evidence to law enforcement authorities that could help
prevent these crimes or convict the suspects.

1. INTRODUCTION
Home security might seem like an ancient problem, but there
has been a continuous source of worry for tenants and home
owners with alarming numbers of homes being broken into
with yearly, The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
estimates that a home burglary occurs every 13 seconds in the

This research is carried out using a Raspberry Pi model B+ as
an edge computing device with pi-camera serving as the input
mechanism that feeds in visual data to the raspberry pi device
which performs facial detection and recognition respectively
and reports the information gathered to an android companion
application via a google real time firebase when there is
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internet connectivity or storing the data on a local storage
when the device is offline. This solution is affordable and
employs the use of smart computing algorithms and
technologies to solve a problem that has plagued many.

Human faces are very diverse in how they look and how a
computer receives that as input data for recognition systems.
Application of these systems within certain domains is also a
key factor to consider [12]. Two major approaches suggest
either to represent data of facial appearance as face data or
geometry derived from the face. The two systems have been
compared by Brunelli and Poggio but an ensemble of both is
what is most common these days, leveraging on both
appearance and geometrical data [13].

Smart computing is becoming a trend with huge companies
like Google, Microsoft and Facebook all champion a move by
open sourcing their Machine Learning (ML) frameworks to
the public to help guide individuals into building smart
applications and smart devices like Android things. Open
source machine learning tools has led to an explosion of use
cases in different domains ranging security [6], sports,
financial predictions [7], healthcare [8] and agriculture [9].
Machine Learning is being embedded deep into our daily lives
and decision making.

Xu, Liu and Li [14] built a system that was able to detect
known and unknown faces at very low resolution, this works
by extracting feature vectors from face images and fed into an
already trained classifier and from there-on predicts the class
of the face if it was known or unknown. Our system however
has a dataset of known faces used to train a model for
classification and live-feed faces are extracted, classified,
uploaded to google cloud store and the android app and in a
situation where it fails a local copy is saved for the further use.
Arduino boards and GSM have been used by Kaur et al. on
Android to send SMS when certain events occur in the home
to notify the home owner, however this does not provide
pictorial evidence for use by law enforcement agencies and
does not provide a backup for deleted SMS messages. It uses
an Infrared sensor to tell if their changes in a room and sends
an SMS to the phone of the owner who can turn on an alarm
via a Piezo buzzer [15].
Jun et al. developed a system that used infrared sensors,
Bluetooth and Zigbee technology to monitor the status of a
room and notify the user via SMS or MMS to specialized
phones [16], these specialized phones aren’t openly available,
they also didn’t provide backup for deleted data and no model
trained on registered faces to prevent a false alarm.
Saranu et al. developed a system for burglar detection using a
raspberry pi, PIR sensor, web camera, temperature sensor,
mobile dongle, mobile phone and a sub motor. The system is
initiated by the PIR sensor used to detect entry into the house,
this event switches on the camera to monitor the activities in
the room. The raspberry pi conveys the video to the to the
owner via the mobile dongle, this leaves the owner to decide
whether the activity observes is abnormal or not, if it is the
owner initiates an event to release chloroform into the room
causing the burglar to go unconscious. The system provides
the live usage of monitoring and controlling the activities
inside the house when the owner is not present but the system
is not autonomous [17]. Naresh et al. proposed the Bluetooth
based automation and security system using ARM7, the paper
proposed the interfacing of the home electrical parameters to
the GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) ports of the
microcontroller in an embedded system board and their status
is passed to the ARM7 with Bluetooth device and only
authorized persons can access home appliances [18].

Figure 1: Burglary occurrence timeline

2. RELATED WORK
Intelligent Edge (IE) or Edge Intelligence is computing that
uses edge devices alongside machine learning and networking
infrastructure. This form of computing has grown over the
years due to increase in accessibility of ML tools and devices
like Raspberry Pi, Arduino and IoT devices [10].
Machine Learning on edge devices like smart phones,
Raspberry Pi, smart watches etc. performing computing on
edge nodes like routers and switches is intelligent edge aim of
bringing computation to nodes rather than servers on the
cloud [10], [11]. Within security domain it means we can have
edge devices that listen and watch-out for misbehaviour and
provide reports and evidence of crimes committed or
providing security against thieves.
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Chowdhury et al. presented the “access control of doors and
home security by the raspberry pi through the internet”, the
system takes a shot of a person with the camera and sends it
via twitter feeds when it detects the presence of a person. The
system allows the authorized person to be able to send back a
message to the person at the door. The system keeps records
of the visitors for retrieval in case of an emergency situation
[19]. Bai et al. sued many ultrasonic sensors for the detection
of intruders, when a person passes through the field of sense
of the sensor, the system turns on the video camera to capture
activities in the room, the decision to turn on the camera is
done using majority voting mechanism of the ultrasonic
sensors [20]. Chandra et.al presented a system that uses an
ADC sensor and a PIR sensor attached to a raspberry pi, when
an intruder enters into a house the system the intruder’s image
and sends it to the authorized mail through the internet and
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) [3].
Aydin et al. developed a system using raspberry pi as the main
controller and PIR sensor to sense movements, when the
system detects movement, it activates the camera to capture
the image and detect the face and sends it to a smart phone
utilizing telegram API [21]. However, the system only detects
faces but no info about the face is provided. Huang et al.
presented a low power consumption remote home security
alarm system developed by applying WSN (Wireless Sensor
Network) and GSM technology, the system is able to detect
theft and other events such as gas leakage and fire incidence,
upon detection of any event, the system sends alarm messages
remotely to the users, mobile phone [22].

Figure 2: Framework of proposed system

3.1 Data Acquisition
The Histogram of Oriented Gradients uses a feature-based
descriptor for detecting objects in computer vision (CV) and
image processing. It characterizes local objects and shapes
based on distribution of local intensity of the direction of
edges and gradients in a fast and simple manner [14]. This is
all done without prior knowledge of edge and gradient
positions. HOGs tend to be quite sturdy to different light
setting as the histogram produces a translational invariance.
All this data is summarized into a HOG feature which
summarizes the distribution of computations in the boundaries
of the image which helps on recognition of deformable and
textured objects [26].

Bangali and Shaligram suggested two methods for home
security system, the first involves the use of a web camera,
whenever motion is detected in front of the camera, the
system produces a security alert and sends a mail to the owner
of the apartment, the second method involves the use of GSM
GPS module [23]. Kumari et al. developed “PiCam”, a system
developed for the deaf based on a raspberry pi which includes
a camera, vibrator, wireless GSM and Bluetooth. Images are
captured and notification sent to the user’s wearable device
when the door bell is pressed [24], this is to help know if the
person at the door is an intruder or not, additionally a SMS is
sent to the owner. Images are stored with date and time to a
server for future referencing.

The Raspberry Pi reads in data via a pi-cam, this is small in
expensive camera module housing a 5-megapixel camera, the
images are then fed to a frontal face Haar Cascade classifier,
this helps in extracting the region of interest for facial
recognition which is the face within the frame of the image.
The goal of the Haar Cascade classifier is to help us achieve
figure 3a and 3b which holds mostly facial data that is critical
to achieving facial recognition [25].

3. METHODOLOGY
A Raspberry Pi Model B+ was used as the computing edge
device which housed 32 gigabyte of storage, 1 gigabyte of
RAM with a 20,000 milliamps of backup power via a
power-bank, due to the hardware limitations of the Raspberry
Pi running, building a convolutional neural network model
will be impractical hence the choice to use a Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) based model [25].
Figure 3a: Image of face cropped
out from full frame with mostly
relevant information.
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Haar Cascade is classifier that is used to detect a particular
image from source, it is often trained on a server using
thousands of images that aren’t the object we are training for,
called negative images and an image of what we are training
for, in this case we are using haar_frontalface_cascade.xml
file developed by OpenCV [27], [28]. This helps us detect
faces within image frames as our region of interest (ROI).

Figure 5: Image of face google cloud storage bucket with
captured images.

3.2 Building the Model
During the training phase the face the ROI is fed as parameter
to the facial recognition facial_encoding function from dlib
library and each encoding obtain on each face image and
appended to an encoding list of each face to be registered.
This generated list is written to a pickle file, a process called
pickling which serializes the list of encoding to a file as a
character stream and pickling is done in way that it
regenerates the list from a file without losing any data or
structural integrity of the list. This encoded file is what is
loaded into memory during facial recognition.

Firebase database was used in this case because of its
immediate update of data changes which is critical in a
security application, as any time wasted is time the criminals
can use to cover their tracks. In a situation where there is no
network the image is saved locally for later viewing of the
user.

After training and successfully generated a pickle file the
model is ready to be using, at this stage frames of images are
gotten from a live camera feed and this frame are also stripped
of irrelevant data leaving only the faces which is used to make
inference against registered faces. If a face found and not
recognized it is marked as unknown and the time, date and
image URL is uploaded to firebase real-time database and an
image is uploaded to google cloud storage as shown in Figure
5 and 6. Once this data is uploaded it is immediately reflected
in a companion android application.

Figure 6: Captured Image from the picam
3.2 Deployment
A raspberry pi model B+ is the device used for testing the
project, it has a camera as shown in Figure 9, 32 gigabytes of
storage, 1 gigabyte of RAM, and powered by a 20,000
milliamps power-bank.
The facial recognition model was trained on the raspberry pi
device hence influencing the choice of picking Histogram of
Oriented Gradients over Convolutional Neural Networks and
the devices being small and light makes it easier to conceal,
carry and embedded into picture frames home appliances and
furniture as long as the device is properly cooled.
The model was able to predict and provide accurate
information when test and the results of the output on the
companion application is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 4: Image of face data tree of recognized faces with link to
captured image.
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between cloud and mobile device and in turn increasing the
response rate of image processing and recognition.
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